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Abstract

White dwarfs are well studied objects. The relative simplicity of their physics allows one to obtain very detailed models
which can be ultimately compared with their observed properties. Among white dwarfs there are specific classes of stars,
known as ZZ-Ceti objects, which have a hydrogen-rich envelope and show periodic variations in their light curves.
G117–B15A belongs to this particular set of stars. The luminosity variations have been successfully explained as due to
g-mode pulsations. G117–B15A has recently claimed to be the most stable optical clock ever found, being the rate of change

215 21~of its 215.2 s period very small: P 5 (2.361.4) 3 10 s s , with a stability comparable to that of the most stable
millisecond pulsars. The rate of change of the period is closely related to its cooling timescale, which can be accurately
computed. In this paper we study the pulsational properties of G117–B15A and we use the observed rate of change of the
period to impose constraints on the axion emissivity and thus, to obtain a preliminary upper bound to the mass of the axion.

2This upper bound turns out to be 4 cos b meV at the 95% confidence level. Although there are still several observational and
theoretical uncertainties, we conclude that G117–B15A is a very promising stellar object to set up constraints on particle
physics.  2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction Given this situation, stars and more specifically,
our Sun, has been widely used to set up constraints

As already pointed out in the excellent review of on the mass of the axion. Several experiments to
Raffelt (2000), astrophysical and cosmological argu- detect solar and galactic axions have been done
ments and observations have become a well-known (Sikivie, 1983; Lazarus et al., 1992) or are currently
tool to obtain empirical information or constraints on under way (van Bibber et al., 1994; Matsuki et al.,
existing or hypothetical elementary particles. One of 1996; Hagmann et al., 1998). Until now these
the most important reasons for this is that the dense experiments have failed to detect axions and conse-
environment of stars is potentially a powerful source quently, their existence is still an attractive but
of low-mass weakly interacting particles. Since these somehow speculative hypothesis. The most tight
particles subsequently escape from the star this constraints to the mass of the axion available nowa-
mechanism constitutes a sink of energy that ultimate- days come mostly from astrophysical arguments and

22 25ly modifies the stellar lifetimes, thus allowing a allow for a mass range between 10 and 10 eV.
comparison with the observed lifetimes. This is To be precise, most of the astrophysical limits are on
particularly useful since, as it is well known, the the interaction strength of axions either with photons
different non-standard theories leave open the possi- — through the Primakov conversion (g ↔a) in the
bility that several exotic particles (like axions or electric field of electrons and nuclei — with elec-

2 2gravitons) could exist. Moreover, for several of these trons — through the Compton (g 1 e → e 1 a)
2 2particles there are not yet laboratory experiments in and Bremsstrahlung (e 1 (A, Z) → e 1 (A, Z) 1 a)

the relevant mass range that could eventually impose processes — or with nucleons. Examples of these
tight constraints on their existence. astrophysical arguments on the coupling strengths

Among other weakly interacting massive particles, are the following (see Raffelt, 2000, for an extensive
axions are the most promising candidates for non- review). The coupling strength of axions to photons
baryonic dark matter and therefore, a great deal of has been restricted through helioseismological con-
attention has been paid to these particles. However, straints on solar energy losses (Degl’Innocenti et al.,
the window where axions are viable dark matter 1997), the red supergiant Betelgeuse (Carlsson,
candidates is progressively getting smaller 1995), or the dynamics of the explosion of supernova

¨(Bergstrom, 2000). Axions were proposed more than SN1987a (Burrows et al., 1990). In the DFSZ model
20 years ago as a solution to the strong CP problem this leads to an upper limit on the mass of the axion
(Peccei and Quinn, 1977), and have a small mass of m & 0.4 eV. On its hand the coupling strength ofax

7m 5 0.60 eV 10 (GeV/f ), where f is the Peccei– axions to electrons within the DFSZ model is definedax a a

Quinn scale. Thus, the phenomenology of axions is using a dimensionless coupling constant g 5 2.83 3ae
211 2determined by only one number ( f ), the scale of 10 m / cos b, where cos b is a model-dependenta ax

symmetry breaking. There are two types of axion parameter that it is usually set equal to unity. The
models: the KVSZ model (Kim, 1979) and the DFSZ most restrictive bounds on this coupling strength
model (Dine et al., 1981). In the KVSZ model, come from the delay of helium ignition in low-mass
axions couple to hadrons and photons whereas in the red giants (Raffelt and Weiss, 1995) and give an

2DFSZ model, axions also couple to charged leptons. upper limit of m cos b & 0.01 eV. Finally, theax

The coupling strengths depend on the specific im- axion-nucleon coupling strength has been mostly
plementation of the Peccei–Quinn mechanism restricted by the SN1987a energy-loss arguments
through dimensionless coupling constants. Both (Keil et al., 1997).

´models do not set any constraints on the value of f Very recently, Domınguez et al. (1999b) havea

and therefore, the limits on the mass of the axion used Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars as
must be obtained from experimental tests. The mass promising astroparticle laboratories. They concluded
of axion has been constrained by laboratory searches that the characteristics of the thermal pulses ensuing
but, to date, there are few constraints coming from after the exhaustion of He at the core are modified by
accelerator tests in the relevant mass range (Raffelt, the inclusion of axion emission and that the mass of
2000). the carbon–oxygen degenerate core is much lower
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when axion losses are taken into account. AGB stars certainties of the relevant parameters. In Section 4
are supposed to be the progenitors of white dwarfs we extensively discuss the mode identification pro-
and, therefore, white dwarfs are as well excellent cedure and the theoretical uncertainties due to our
candidates to test the existence of several weakly incomplete knowledge of the adopted input physics
interacting massive particles. This was recognized and we compare our results with those of other
early by several authors (see, for instance Raffelt, authors. In Section 5 we compute the effects of
1996). There is, however, another important reason introducing the axion emissivity in our calculations
for this: white dwarfs are well studied stellar objects and we use the observed properties of G117–B15A
since the relative simplicity of the physics governing to impose constraints to the mass of the axion.
their evolution at moderately high effective tempera- Finally in Section 6 we summarize our conclusions.
tures (say T * 6000 K) allows one to obtain veryeff

detailed models which can be satisfactorily compared
with their observed properties. Among white dwarfs 2. Our input physics and the method of
there is one specific class of stars, known as ZZ-Ceti calculation
objects, which have a hydrogen-rich envelope (thus
being classified as DA white dwarfs) and show In order to compute the g-modes of the white
periodic variations in their light curves. G117–B15A dwarf models described in this paper, we have used
belongs to this particular set of stars. The observed our evolutionary-pulsational code as described in

´periods of pulsation are 215.2, 271 and 304.4 s Corsico and Benvenuto (2001). Briefly, both the
together with harmonics and linear combinations of evolutionary and the pulsational codes are written
the quoted periods, being the dominant pulsation following a finite differences scheme and the solu-
mode the 215.2 s mode. The luminosity variations tions are reached by means of Newton–Raphson
have been successfully explained as due to g-mode iterations; such a method is well known in stellar
pulsations. G117–B15A has been recently claimed to astrophysics and it is usually referred to as the
be the most stable optical clock ever found, being the Henyey method. The evolutionary code contains
rate of change of the 215.2 s period very small: very detailed physical ingredients. Among others

215 21~P 5 (2.361.4) 3 10 s s , with a stability com- perhaps the most important are: an updated version
parable to that of the most stable millisecond pulsars of the equation of state of Magni and Mazzitelli
(Kepler et al., 2000). The rate of change of the (1979), and the radiative OPAL opacities (see Rogers
period is closely related to its cooling timescale, and Iglesias, 1998, for an excellent review). Conduc-
which can be accurately computed, thus offering a tive opacities, neutrino emission by several pro-
unique opportunity to test any additional (or hypo- cesses, and other physical ingredients are included as
thetical) sink of energy. This fact was first recog- well. For more details, the reader is referred to
nized by Isern et al. (1992), who derived an upper Benvenuto and Althaus (1998) and references there-
bound to the mass of the axion of 8.7 meV (assuming in. On its hand, the pulsational part of the code

2cos b 5 1) by using a simplified model and compar- solves the equations for linear non-radial stellar
ing the observed and computed rate of change of the pulsations in the adiabatic approximation (Unno et
period of the 215.2 s mode. al., 1989).

In this paper we use the observational characteris- Briefly, non-radial g-modes are a subclass of
tics of the pulsating white dwarf G117–B15A to spheroidal modes whose main restoring force is
obtain an upper limit to the mass of the axion and we gravity. These modes are characterized by low
show that pulsating white dwarfs are powerful tools oscillation frequencies (long periods) and by a
for constraining the mass of any hypothetical displacement of the stellar fluid essentially in the
elementary particle. The paper is organized as fol- horizontal direction. For a spherically symmetric star
lows. In Section 2 we explain our input physics and in the linear approximation, a g-mode can be repre-

9how the models are computed. In Section 3 we sented as a standing wave of the form f (r, u, f,k,l,m
m is tk,l,m9briefly summarize the observational properties of t) 5 g (r)Y (u, f) e , where the symbol ‘‘9’’k,l,m l

G117–B15A and we discuss the observational un- indicates a small Eulerian perturbation of a given
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mquantity f (like the pressure). On their hand, Y (u, on. The whole procedure is automatically repeatedl

f) are the corresponding spherical harmonics. Phys- for all the evolutionary models inside the T -strip.eff

ically, l is the number of nodal lines in the stellar When the model star evolves out the T -strip, theeff

surface and m is the number of such nodal lines in calculation is finished.
longitude. In absence of any physical agent able to An important quantity needed to compute the
remove spherical symmetry (like magnetic fields or pulsational spectrum of g-modes is the so-called

¨ ¨ ¨rotation), the eigenfrequencies s are dependent Brunt–Vaisala frequency, since it basically definesk,l,m

upon l but are 2l 1 1 times degenerate in m. Finally, the main pulsational properties of white dwarfs. Due
9g (r) is the radial part of the eigenfunctions, to the compositional changes along the white dwarfk,l,m

which for realistic models must be computed numeri- structure, there is an important local contribution to
cally together with s . The index k (known as the this frequency at the chemical interphases, which, ink,l,m

radial order of the mode) represents, in the frame of turn, is responsible for the occurrence of mode
simple stellar models (like those of white dwarf stars trapping (that is, modes with a non-negligible am-
which we shall study below), the number of nodes in plitude which are confined between two different
the radial component of the eigenfunction. For g- chemical interphases or one interphase and the
modes, the larger the value of k is the longer the surface). In particular, for the case of DA white
oscillation period. For a detailed description of non- dwarfs, mode trapping is mainly due to the H–He

¨ ¨ ¨radial oscillations in stars, see the textbook by Unno interphase. The Brunt–Vaisala frequency is usually
et al. (1989). given by Unno et al. (1989)):

Our aim is to compute the eigenmodes and
1 d ln P d ln r2particularly the values of s during the evolution ]]] ]]N 5 g 2 (1)k,l,m S Ddr drG1of a given stellar object. Now, let us describe how

our pulsation and evolutionary codes work together. where all the symbols have their usual meaning
Firstly, an interval in effective temperature is chosen (notice, however, that in this paragraph P stands for
(hereafter referred to as the T -strip), as well as theeff the pressure whereas in the rest of the paper it stands
frequency window to be scanned. The evolutionary for the period of oscillation) and G is the first1
code computes self-consistently the white dwarf adiabatic exponent. However, and in order to avoid
cooling up to the moment when it reaches the blue numerical noise, we use the expression given by
(hot) edge of the T -strip. Then, the program callseff Brassard et al. (1991):
the pulsation routine and begins to scan for the

2 xg rpulsating modes. When a mode is found, the code T2 ]]N 5 = 2= 1 B . (2)s dadP xgenerates an approximate solution which is improved r

iteratively. Then, such solution is tested and if
where x denotes the partial logarithmic derivative ofnecessary, the meshpoint distribution is refined. The
the pressure with respect to either T or r, respective-mode is again iterated until satisfactory convergence
ly, and B stands foris reached and then it is stored with the aim of being

N21employed later as an approximate solution for the d ln X1 i
] ]]B 5 2 O x (3)next stellar model of the sequence. This procedure is X ix d ln PT i51repeated until the relevant frequency window is fully

where X is the mass fraction of atoms of species i, Ncovered. At this point we have finished the computa- i

is the total number of considered species, andtion of all the modes of the first model belonging to
the T -strip and the structure of each one is now ineff ≠ ln P

]]x 5 . (4)the computer memory. Then, the evolutionary code S DXi r,T,hX j≠ ln X j±iigenerates the next stellar model and the code calls
the pulsation routine again. Now, the previously Although we do not mean to discuss in depth the
stored modes are taken as an input to the iterative comparison of our results with those obtained with
scheme to approximate the modes of this subsequent other different numerical codes, it is noteworthy that
stellar model. Again, the solution is iterated, and so we have thoroughly tested the results of the pulsa-
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tional part of the code by comparing our numerical then, it has been monitored almost continuously. The
results for the dimensionless eigenvalues with those mass and effective temperature of this star have been
of the polytropic models of Christensen-Dalsgaard spectroscopically estimated to be 0.59 M and(

and Mullan (1994), and with the periods corre- 11,620 K, respectively (Bergeron et al., 1995). More
sponding to DA white dwarf models kindly provided recently, Koester and Allard (2000) have suggested a
by Bradley (2000). To be specific, we have tested somewhat lower value for the mass, which appears
our pulsational code with two carbon–oxygen DA to be 0.53 M .(

white dwarf models of 0.50 M and 0.85 M , the Regarding the variability of this star, its observed( (

structure of which was computed with the WDEC periods are (see Kepler et al., 1982) 215.2, 271 and
evolutionary code and its vibrational properties were 304.4 s together with harmonics and linear combina-
previously analyzed (Bradley, 1996). We considered tions of the quoted periods. Of particular interest for
a large number of modes, and the differences be- this work is the fact that for the 215.2 s mode it has

~tween our computed periods and those of Bradley been possible to find its rate of change, P. The first
~(2000) were always smaller than ¯ 0.1%. It is also published value of P for this star was presented by

worth noticing that we also tested the influence of Kepler et al. (1991). These authors derived an upper
the number of meshpoints in the computed eigen- limit to the rate of change of the period using all the
values. We have found that largely increasing the data obtained from 1975 to 1990. This upper limit

215 21~number of meshpoints in the pulsational calculation appeared to be P 5 (12.063.5) 3 10 s s , much
does not substantially affect the computed periods. In larger than the theoretical predictions. Along this
fact the values changed very slightly (<0.1%). decade several upper limits to the rate of change of

In order to compute the effects of axion emission, the 215.2 s mode have been derived, with values
~we have incorporated into the evolutionary code the decreasing from a maximum value of P 5

215 21axion emission rates of Nakagawa et al. (1988). (3.263.0) 3 10 s s to a minimum value of
215 21~Axion emission produces a supplementary energy P 5 (1.262.9) 3 10 s s — see Kepler et al.

loss-rate to those that are considered in the standard (2000), for a detailed discussion of the measured
~theory of white dwarf evolution and consequently, values of P. Very recently, with a much longer time

axions accelerate the cooling process of white interval of acquired data, Kepler et al. (2000) re-
~dwarfs. Such an acceleration of the evolution has a determined P finding a significantly lower value of

215 21~direct consequence on the pulsational properties of P 5 (2.361.4) 3 10 s s , and concluded that, in
the object, because it produces an enhanced value of view of the presently available data, the 215.2 s

~the period derivative of the oscillation modes, P mode of G117–B15A is perhaps the most stable
(Isern et al., 1992). Of course, due to this extra oscillation ever recorded in the optical band, with a
cooling mechanism, the structure of the white dwarf stability comparable to that of the most stable
itself is also affected but in such a way that, as we millisecond pulsars. To this regard it is important to
shall show below, for a given T it corresponds a realize that, as already mentioned, all the previouseff

period, P, that is largely independent of the exact determinations of the rate of change of the period
value of the axion energy losses. This fortunate fact were actually upper limits. The reason for this
will allow us to identify an internal structure for improved accuracy is that as time (squared) passes
G117–B15A independently of the axion emission by the baseline is much larger and, consequently, the
rates, which largely simplifies our analysis. error bars decrease, leading to more precise measure-

ments. The important fact however is that all the
previous upper limits were consistent each another at

3. Some observational characteristics of G117– the 1s level and that the last measured value — that
B15A of Kepler et al. (2000) — is larger than its corre-

sponding uncertainty yielding, thus, a positive de-
~G117–B15A is an otherwise typical DA (hydro- tection and providing a precise measurement of P.

gen-rich) white dwarf star whose variability was first An important aspect for the present work is the
discovered by McGraw and Robinson (1976). Since so-called mode identification. That is, the identifica-
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tion of the l and k values corresponding to each finding chemical stratifications which are very simi-
observed period. In the case of G117–B15A, the lar to those of Salaris et al. (1997). In this work we
results of Robinson et al. (1995) indicate that the have considered as relatively reliable only the chemi-
215.2 s period corresponds to a dipolar mode (l 5 1). cal composition of the core, which will not be
Following the work by Bradley (1998) we shall changed unless explicitly stated (however, see
assume that the other two modes cited above are also below). In order to adjust the pulsational properties
dipolar (Brassard et al., 1993; Fontaine and Brassard, of our models to those observed in G117–B15A, we
1994), and also that the other periodicities present in have looked for variations of some details of the
the light curve of the star are not associated with chemical profiles and thicknesses of the layers that at
actual eigenmodes but are actually due to non-linear present are only poorly determined, like the thick-
effects in the envelope (Brassard et al., 1993). ness of the hydrogen outer layer and of the helium
Regarding the radial order of the modes, there exist layer that is underneath it. To be precise, in looking
two possible identifications. Following Clemens for such a fitting of the oscillatory properties we
(1994) the observed periods are dipolar modes with have considered the thicknesses of the hydrogen and
k 5 2 (215.2 s), k 5 3 (271 s) and k 5 4 (304.4 s). On helium layers as free parameters. There are several
the other hand, Fontaine et al. (1994) identified these theoretical reasons for suspecting that this is a safe
modes as dipolar with k 5 1 (215.2 s), k 5 2 (271 s) procedure, but perhaps the most important one is that
and k 5 3 (304.4 s). As we shall show in the the thickness of the hydrogen layer strongly depends
following section, our best fit to observations is in on the exact moment at which a white dwarf
accordance with the identifications of Clemens progenitor departs from the thermally pulsing AGB
(1994). phase through pulsation-driven mass-loss (see, for

instance, Iben, 1984). Regarding the thickness of the
helium layer it is important to mention here that,

4. The internal structure of G117–B15A and although the theoretical reasons are not so compel-
the mode identification ling, it is a usual procedure to adopt it as a free

parameter as well, and that as it occurs with the
For the above-mentioned value of the stellar mass, hydrogen layer notably influences the cooling rate

the theory of stellar evolution predicts an interior and, consequently, the rate of change of the period.
rich in carbon and oxygen. The chemical composi- Another important quantity is the slope of the
tion of the white dwarf interior as a function of its chemical profiles of the very outer layers, especially
mass has recently been computed in detail by Salaris in the helium–hydrogen and carbon–helium inter-
et al. (1997). Therefore, for the calculations reported phases. These slopes have a strong influence on the
here we shall adopt the chemical profiles obtained by pulsational properties of white dwarfs and especially,

¨ ¨ ¨these authors. However, it is worth mentioning that a in the Brunt–Vaisala frequency, which ultimately
good deal of work has been done in this regard. In can lead to mode trapping (see Brassard et al., 1992).
particular, Bradley et al. (1992), among others, have The functional dependence adopted in this work for
studied the influence of the internal core composition both composition transition interphases is gaussian.
on the structure of white dwarfs and, more spe- At present it seems possible to look for a more
cifically in the properties of DA pulsators. More physically sound treatment of these interphase re-
recently, Bradley (1996), and references therein) gions since the structure of such zones should be (at
analyzed several models for DA pulsators and com- least in the case of those that occur in non-strongly
pared his calculations with the observations finding degenerate conditions) determined by element diffu-
that the chemical composition of the carbon–oxygen sion. In fact, diffusion is mainly responsible for
core is more likely to be oxygen-rich, in good expecting the outer layers to be made up of almost
agreement with the chemical profiles of Salaris et al. pure materials and should also ultimately determine

´(1997). On its hand, Domınguez et al. (1999a,b) the thickness of such layers. Some authors have
have computed updated chemical profiles for the incorporated the effects of diffusion in computing
AGB progenitors of carbon–oxygen white dwarfs, white dwarf evolution (see Iben and MacDonald,
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1985; Althaus and Benvenuto, 2000) but, to our
knowledge, no one has considered yet the effects of
diffusion on the pulsational properties of evolving
DA white dwarfs. We thus defer such a study to a
forthcoming publication.

For our purposes, we have looked for a model
with the observed T and mass for G117–B15Aeff

which simultaneously matches the three observed
modes as good as possible. After having such a

~fiducial model, the computation of the theoretical P
for different values of the axion mass is rather
straightforward. In looking for the fiducial model, we
have handled some characteristics of the chemical
profiles as free (around the values predicted by the
standard theory of stellar evolution) and computed
the evolution of the resulting model down to the
effective temperatures corresponding to that of
G117–B15A. Then, we computed the modes to be
compared with the observed ones. Given the present

Fig. 1. The period of the dipolar modes k 5 1, 2, 3, and 4 for auncertainties, the mass of the star and the helium and
0.50 M model at T 5 11,620 K as a function of the mass( effhydrogen mass fractions were considered to lay in fraction in the outermost hydrogen layer. The rest of the chemical

the following intervals: 0.50 # M /M # 0.65, profiles correspond to the best obtained fit (see text for details).w (

The filled dots correspond to the computed models, whereas the2 3 # log M /M # 2 2, 2 8 # log M /M # 2He w H w
short dashed lines represent the observed oscillation periods found4. Also, as quoted above, we considered different
in G117–B15A. In this case of a rather low stellar mass, the bestthicknesses for the helium–hydrogen and carbon–
fit corresponds to the modes k 5 1, 2, and 3 with log M /M 5 2H whelium interphases. Defining the lagrangian mass- 6.6. For the rest of the computed cases, neither the 215.2 s period

coordinate as q 5 log (1 2 M /M ), and Dq as the nor the two other are well fitted.r w

thickness of the interphase layer, we have considered
the following reasonable values: 2 0.8 # Dq #H2He

2 0.4 and 2 0.8 # Dq # 2 0.2. As it will be M /M 5 2 6.6. In the case of a 0.55 M modelHe2C H w (

clear below, the simultaneous fit of the three modes star we find that the best fit corresponds to the modes
is a strong condition to be imposed to the slopes of with k 5 2, 3, and 4 and log M /M 5 2 4.0. YetH w

the chemical profile of the interfaces of the star. there is another acceptable fit for k 5 1, 2, and 3 and
In Figs. 1–3 we compare the theoretical periods of log M /M 5 2 7.0, although the previously men-H w

the l 5 1 (dipolar) modes with k 5 1, 2, 3, and 4 with tioned fit can undoubtedly considered as much better.
those observed for G117–B15A. In constructing In the case of the 0.60 M models we have found no(

these figures we have considered models with the satisfactory fit for any of the considered hydrogen
observed T of 11,620 K, and previously adjusted mass fractions. Let us also remark at this point thateff

the rest of the characteristics of the chemical profile we have also considered the case of models with
to our fiducial values (log M /M 5 2 2, 0.65 M , which are not shown for the sake ofHe w (

Dq 5 2 0.8, and Dq 5 2 0.4) except for conciseness.H2He He2C

the most critical one, which turns out to be the As explained above, another important free param-
fraction of the stellar mass present in the outermost, eter is the thickness of He-rich layer, since it also
pure hydrogen layer. It should be mentioned as well influences to a large extent the identification of
that in computing these fits we have not taken into modes and the cooling rate. To this regard it is
account the axion emissivity. In the case of the 0.50 important to mention that we have also explored the
M models, it is found a rather good fit corre- possibility of thinner helium-rich layers (log M /( He

sponding to the modes k 5 1, 2, and 3 with log M , 2 3.0) for all the mass values quoted above.w
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Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1, but for the case of a 0.55 M model. In Fig. 3. Same as in Fig. 1, but for the case of a 0.60 M model. In( (

this case, the best fit to the observations is found for k52, 3, 4 this case, we have found that the observations are not well fitted
and log M /M 524.0. As this is the best fit to the observations by any of the considered hydrogen mass-fractions. This stronglyH w

we have found so far, we shall refer to it as the fiducial model. suggests, in accordance with the findings of other authors (see
Notice that the amount of hydrogen present in the fiducial model text), that the mass of this white dwarf is lower than the value
is in very nice agreement with the expectations of the standard considered in this figure.
theory of stellar evolution. Another acceptable fit is obtained with
k51, 2, 3 and log M /M 527.0 but the differences between theH w Bradley (1998) assuming an l 5 1, k 5 2 mode forobserved and computed values are far larger than in the previously

the 215.2 s period, although this author used a stellarmentioned case.
mass of 0.60 M . Notably, the amount of hydrogen(

that we have found in G117–B15A is in very nice
Thicker helium layers are quite unlikely according to agreement with the predictions of the standard theory

´the most recent AGB studies (Domınguez et al., of stellar evolution. The model that provides the best
1999a,b). In all of these cases the fits to the fit to the observations (M 5 0.55 M , k 5 2, 3, 4w (

observations turned out to be significantly worse. and log M /M 5 2 4.0) will be hereafter referredH w

Thus we have discarded them and, consequently, we to as the fiducial model.
do not show the corresponding fits. Note as well, that In Fig. 4 we show the profiles of chemical
besides this being in accordance with the predictions composition of the fiducial model. These profiles are
of the theory of stellar evolution it is also in essentially the profiles presented by Salaris et al.
agreement with the results of Bradley (1998). (1997) corresponding to the derived mass value of

These results clearly indicate that the mass of |0.55 M . The abundance (by mass fraction) of(

G117–B15A should be very close to 0.55 M and oxygen in the degenerate core is ¯ 83%. Atop the(

that the hydrogen mass fraction present in the star degenerate core there is a partially degenerate helium
24should also be close to M /M 5 10 . In fact, the layer of about 1% of the total mass. Finally, asH w

value we derive for the mass of G117–B15A is quoted above, the outermost hydrogen layer em-
24nicely bracketed by the independent spectroscopic braces 10 M . It is interesting to note as well thatw

determinations of Bergeron et al. (1995), who ob- most of the mass of the white dwarf is in the form of
tained 0.59 M , and of Koester and Allard (2000), oxygen.(

who obtained 0.53 M . It is also worth noticing that Another relevant issue is the precision of the(

our best fit is very similar to the one presented by computed periods. In other words, which are the
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the computed periods and given that we do not get
an acceptable fit for thicknesses smaller than

2210 M we will focus only on the value of thew

thickness of the outermost hydrogen layer. We define
the quantity

theor obs 2
c 5 log O 1 2 P /P (5)s di i

i51,2,3

and we minimize it as a function of M and M . WeH w

obtain two local minima: one at log (M /M ) 5H w

2 4.04 and M 5 0.55 M and another one at logw (

(M /M ) 5 2 6.60 and M 5 0.50 M . We haveH w w (

chosen the first fit because the mass of the fiducial
model is much closer to the spectroscopic mass of
G117–B15A. Then we look for the deviations
around this minimum and we find that the typical
width of the minimum is of the order of 2 s. Since
this value is smaller than the previously obtained
average value of the differences between the theoret-Fig. 4. The internal chemical composition of the white dwarf
ical and the observational data we consider that amodel that best matches the observed pulsation periods of G117–

B15A. This is essentially the profile obtained by Salaris et al. reasonable value of the goodness of the fit is . 5 s,
(1997) for a mass value of 0.55 M . The composition of the white( which is the value quoted in Table 1.
dwarf core is ¯ 83% by mass of oxygen, being the remaining Now, we are in a good position to study some
17% carbon. Atop the degenerate core there is a helium layer of

general vibrational properties of the fiducial model.about 1% of the total mass. The outermost hydrogen layer
24 In particular we will study the dependence of ourembraces 10 M , which is in nice agreement with the predic-w

tions of the stellar evolution theory. Notice that only the inter- results on the observational properties (basically the
phases between carbon–helium and helium–hydrogen have been effective temperature and the mass) of G117–B15A.
tuned to fit the observations. For a discussion of the physical This is important since the observational uncertain-
plausibility of such tuning, see text.

ties affect the way the theoretical stellar models are
compared with the observations and, thus, can affect

typical errors of the theoretical periods of fiducial the upper limit on the mass of the axion which will
model when compared to the observational data of be derived below. Therefore, we shall explore the
G117–B15A? We do not intend here to make effects resulting from varying the above-mentioned
sophisticated comparisons, which in fact are pos- characteristics of the model, keeping constant the
sible, but instead, given the discrete nature of our fiducial chemical profile discussed earlier. As the
model grid and the small number of periods we are mode to be employed is the l 5 1, k 5 2, we shall
trying to match, we will perform an approximate test. hereafter restrict our analysis to such mode. In order
The differences between the observed frequencies to do so, in Fig. 5 we show the period of the l 5 1,
and the theoretical ones are 4.63 s (for k 5 2), 0.58 s k 5 2 mode that best represents the observed period
(for k 5 3) and 7.26 s (for k 5 4), thus giving an

Table 1average difference of | 4 s, which is in good
Error budget for the period (in seconds) and for the secular rate ofagreement with the results of Bradley (1998). This is

215 21change of the period, in units of 10 s sa reasonable value, since many of the subtle details
~Source DP DPof the pulsation calculations can influence the com-

puted periods at several seconds level. There is still Mode identification 5 1.0
M 6 1.0another way of estimating the precision of the w
12 16C(a,g ) O 4 0.1theoretical periods. Given that we have found that
T 2 0.2effthe thickness of the helium layer largely influences
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Fig. 5. The period of the l 5 1, k 5 2 mode of the fiducial model Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for the temporal derivative of the
as a function of T . The T interval has been chosen to be theeff eff period corresponding to the l 5 1, k 5 2 mode. As in the previous
corresponding to G117–B15A6200 K. Filled dots are the com- figure we have not considered axion emission. Thus, these results
puted models. In this case we have not considered axion emission. are a lower theoretical limit for the temporal derivative of this
Note the monotonic increase in the exact value of the period due mode.
to the decreasing temperature of the interior.

of 215.2 s as a function of the effective temperature
in an interval centered around 11,600 K (the ob-
served value for G117–B15A). Note that the mono-
tonic increase in the period of this mode is a direct
consequence of the cooling process. On its hand, in
Fig. 6 we show the temporal derivative of the period
corresponding to the l 5 1, k 5 2 mode. It is very
important to stress at this point that as in this figure
we have not considered yet the possibility of an
additional axion cooling mechanism, these results

~represent the lower theoretical limit for the P of this
mode. As can be seen in this figures the errors in the
determination of the effective temperatures do not
induce large errors neither in the mode identification

~nor in the computed value of P.
Now we consider white dwarf models with the

fiducial chemical profile and the same T and lookeff

for the effects of changing the stellar mass. In Figs. 7
and 8 we show the period and its temporal derivative
as a function of mass. When one considers models
with increasing masses and, hence, with larger

¨ ¨ ¨gravities the Brunt–Vaisala frequency corre- Fig. 7. The l 5 1, k 5 2 period for white dwarf models with the
spondingly increases (see Eq. (1)). Since all the chemical profile shown in Fig. 4 and T 5 11,620 K as a functioneff

eigenfrequencies (s) corresponding to locally non- of their mass. The computed models are depicted with filled dots.
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the same effective temperature the luminosity is
smaller and, hence, the core temperature is smaller,
leading to larger characteristic cooling times and
ultimately, to smaller secular changes in the period.
In summary, as in the previous set of figures we see
that the exact value of P is not significantly altered
by the observational errors in the determination of

~the stellar mass. However, the reverse is true for P.
In particular, it is convenient to note that the exact
value of the period derivative varies by about a 30%
in the mass interval 0.5 to 0.6 M , which can be(

important when comparing with its observed value.
Nevertheless, and fortunately, the mode identification
performed previously allows us to effectively con-
strain the mass interval to a much narrower range
and, thus, this will not severely affect our results.

Another possible source of uncertainties is the
12 16poorly determined rate of the reaction C(a, g ) O

that determines the final state of the asymptotic giant
Fig. 8. The temporal derivative of the period of the l 5 1, k 5 2 branch phase and, thus, the carbon–oxygen stratifica-
mode for white dwarf models with the chemical profile shown in tion inside the core of the newborn white dwarf.
Fig. 4 and T 5 11,620 K as a function of their mass. Theeff Recent experimental data and updated values of thecomputed models are depicted with filled dots.

astrophysical S-factor (Arnould et al., 1999) suggest
a substantially larger rate than that derived by

2 2 Caughlan and Fowler (1988), and much closer to theevanescent g-modes verify s , N (see Unno et al.,
1989) it turns out that all the pulsational spectrum is previously value obtained by Caughlan et al. (1985).
shifted to larger values, resulting thus in smaller This yields larger central amounts of oxygen as
periods. The same behaviour was found by Brassard obtained by Salaris et al. (1997). However, as

~et al. (1992). Regarding P, the larger the mass, the already noted by these authors, the internal chemical
lower the radiating surface and the higher the total profile of the white dwarf core depends not only on

12 16heat capacity. As we are at a fixed T value, high the rate of the C(a, g ) O reaction but on theeff

mass models have smaller luminosities and thus cool treatment of convection as well. For instance, Woos-
~slower with a smaller P. This can be also understood ley et al. (1993) studied the role of this reaction rate

in terms of the most simple, yet accurate enough for in producing the solar abundance set from stellar
our purposes, cooling law (Mestel, 1952). Within the nucleosynthesis and concluded that the effective
framework of the Mestel (1952) cooling law the astrophysical S-factor for the energies involved

7 / 2luminosity of a white dwarf is L ~M T , where T during core helium burning that best reproduces thew

is the temperature of the nearly isothermal degener- observed abundances should be closer to the rate
ate core, which is a monotonic function of the given by Caughlan and Fowler (1988). In their
effective temperature, and the characteristic cooling models the Ledoux criterion plus an amount of

5 / 7time turns out to be t 5 d ln L /dt ~(M /L) . convective overshooting were adopted for determin-cool w

Since, to an accuracy similar to that of the Mestel ing the extension of the convective regions. On the
cooling law, the secular rate of change of the period other hand, the chemical profiles obtained by Salaris
is directly related to the cooling rate we expect: et al. (1997) correspond to an enhanced value for the

12 16C(a, g ) O reaction rate (Caughlan et al., 1985)5 / 7d ln P d ln T 1 L 5 / 2]] ]] ]] ]~ 2 ~ ~ ~ T . (6) and the adoption of the Schwarzschild criterionS Ddt dt t Mcool w without any overshooting for the convective in-
Since massive white dwarfs have smaller radii, for stability, which gives an excellent agreement with
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12 16the abundances of C and O found in the ejecta
SN1987A (Thielemann et al., 1996). Thus, since we
cannot disentangle both effects, the astrophysical
constraints are only set on an effective cross section

12 16for the C(a, g ) O reaction, given the lack of a
reliable theory of convection. Here, in assuming the
chemical profile computed by Salaris et al. (1997)
we have assumed for such a critical reaction the rate
given by Caughlan et al. (1985). However, note that
a different reaction rate would obviously produce a
different carbon–oxygen stratification. It is well
known that changes in the internal composition of
the white dwarf affect the cooling timescale (and
thus the rate of change of the period) because it
changes the heat capacity per mass unit. As most of
the heat capacity of the star is due to the contribu-
tions of the non-degenerate ions, which is inversely
proportional to the average atomic number, an

Fig. 9. Profile of the carbon abundance as a function of the stellarenhanced oxygen abundance, like that found by
radius for models with X 5 0.0, 0.1, . . . , 1.0 central carbonCSalaris et al. (1997), implies less heat capacity
abundances. The short dashed lines correspond to the scaled~which, in turn, forces a faster cooling and a larger P.
profiles whereas the solid line correspond to the fiducial carbon

Again, in terms of Mestel (1952) cooling law: profile.

dU dT 1ion
]] ] ]L . 2 5 2 C M ~ (7)V wdt dt A

where C is the specific heat and A is the atomicV

mass number. Clearly, t ~1/A, and consequentlycool

the cooling proceeds faster when the oxygen abun-
dance is larger and, according to Eq. (5), the secular
rate of change of the period becomes larger. Because
of this reason it is interesting to have a quantitative

12 16idea of how such an uncertainty in the C(a, g ) O
nuclear reaction rate would affect our results. For
such a purpose, we have considered different internal
carbon–oxygen stratifications keeping the same
shape of the fiducial profiles but with different
central abundances for the carbon abundance, X ,C

ranging from X 5 0.0, to X 5 1.0. Such profiles areC C

shown as dotted lines in Fig. 9 together with the
fiducial profile, which is shown as a solid line.

In Fig. 10 we show the period of the l 5 1, k 5 2
mode for a white dwarf model of 0.55 M and an(

T of 11,620 K as a function of its central carboneff

abundance. Notice that changing the carbon profile
Fig. 10. The period of the l 5 1, k 5 2 mode for white dwarfin the stellar core induces a very modest change of
models of 0.55 M and a T of 11,620 K as a function of the( eff¯ 4% in the period of the fiducial mode. Such a central carbon abundance. The filled dots represent computed

change in the period is due to the following two models whereas the short dashed lines indicate the abundance and
reasons. First, the lower the carbon abundance is, the the period corresponding to the fiducial model.
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~lower the Coulomb interactions in the stellar plasma its computed value for the fiducial model, P 5 3.9 3
215 21are. This, in turn, produces slight changes in the 10 s s . In fact, our computed value for the

structure of the stellar core. Second, and most fiducial model, which is in good agreement with the
important, smaller (larger) carbon central abundances independent calculations of Bradley (1998), is slight-
produce steeper (shallower) slopes at the outer ly beyond the formal 1s error bars. Kepler et al.
boundary of the degenerate core just at the base of (1995) carefully discussed the significance and the
the transition zone, leading to different radial con- error bars of all the previous determinations of the

~figurations of the modes. This, in turn, is important upper limits to P and argued that there could be
because in our models, the 215.2 s mode has large some observational artifacts due to the modulation
amplitudes in such an interphase. Consequently, any by the nearby frequencies. Moreover, Costa et al.
change in the structure of the interphase will affect (1999) have recently shown that a realistic estimate
the structure of the mode and thus its period. In Fig. of the observational uncertainties must necessarily
11 we show the temporal derivative corresponding to include the effects of all the periodicities that G117–
the modes of the previous figure. Here, as is ex- B15A shows. However, Kepler et al. (2000) already
pected, the lower the central carbon abundance is, took into account all the periodicities and thus, both

~ ~the higher the computed P is. However, even the value of P and its reported error bars can be
~considering extreme cases, the variation of P is very considered as safe. But, on the other hand, as

modest: ¯ 7%. Thus our results are not severely discussed by Bradley (1998) and confirmed by the
12 16influenced by our choice of the C(a, g ) O nuclear previous study of the theoretical uncertainties per-

215reaction rate. formed in this work, a spread of about 61 3 10
21After examining all the possible uncertainties a s s could be expected from either the mode

few words are necessary to justify the discrepancy identification procedure, the precise observational
between the measured rate of change of the period of characteristics (like the effective temperature and

215 21~the 215.2 s mode, P 5 (2.361.4) 3 10 s s , and mass) of G177-B15A and our incomplete knowledge
of the physical inputs involved in the calculation of
~P. Table 1 summarizes the approximate theoretical
error budget obtained from all the previous calcula-
tions, taking into account realistic variations of all
the parameters. Finally, it is worth mentioning as
well, that another source of uncertainty is the contri-
bution of the proper motion of the G117–B15A
(Pajdosz, 1995). With the current estimates of the
proper motion and parallax, Kepler et al. (2000)
have concluded that the maximum contribution of
the proper motion of the star to the observed rate of

216 21~change of the period is P 5 (9.260.5) 3 10 s s .
We thus conclude that taking into account the
theoretical uncertainties, our preferred model could
be safely considered as satisfactory and that our

~value for P is fully consistent with the observed rate
of change of the period.

Fig. 11. The temporal derivative of the period of the l 5 1, k 5 2 5. The effects of an enhanced cooling due to
mode for white dwarf models of 0.55 M and T 5 11,620 K as( eff axion emission
a function of their central carbon abundance. The filled dots
represent computed models whereas the short dashed lines indi-

Now, we turn our attention to compute the effectscate the abundance and the temporal derivative of the period
corresponding to the fiducial model. of axion emission on the evolutionary timescale of
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G117–B15A and its effect on the expected value of whole considered interval (see Fig. 12, where we
~P for the l 5 1, k 5 2 mode. In order to do this in a show the values of the period for these modes as a
self-consistent way we have run an additional set of function of the assumed mass of the axion). This is
cooling sequences with different axion masses (and indeed a very fortunate situation that allowed us to
considered the pulsational characteristics in the employ the procedure of identifying first the struc-
relevant effective temperature range) for our fiducial ture of the fiducial model without considering axion
model, starting from the same initial conditions used emission and then to incorporate the axion emissivi-
for the models computed without axion emission. ty. This would have not been the case should we
This procedure allowed us to take into account the have had to identify a white dwarf structure for each
fact that the axion emissivity influences the thermal value of the axion mass. In such a case we would
structure of the white dwarf. This is particularly have had no fiducial model, thus complicating our
important since the cumulative effect of axions must analysis enormously.
have reached an equilibrium value before the model The fact that the periods of oscillation at a fixed
enters into the instability strip in order to avoid an effective temperature are almost independent of the
artificial response that would not be representative of value of axion mass has a simple physical explana-
the real pulsational characteristics of G117–B15A. tion. Axion emission affects the temperature profile
In all the evolutionary calculations including the in the innermost, strongly degenerate parts of the
axion contribution, we have verified that the transit- star. Thus, the structure of the star is only very
ory due to the inclusion of axions in the model slightly affected by the axion emissivity. On its hand,
occurred far before the star cools down to effective the outer layers are partially degenerate and its
temperatures near that of G117–B15A. We have structure is dependent on the temperature profile.
found that, even considering a wide range for the But, for the case we are interested in, such a profile
mass of the axion, the period of the l 5 1, k 5 2, 3, is largely determined by the assumption of a fixed
and 4 modes show a very small variation for the value for the effective temperature. Consequently, as

the modes are dependent upon the mechanical struc-
ture of the star, the periods are almost unchanged.

In sharp contrast with the small variation of the
computed values of the periods of all the modes with

~the axion emissivity found previously, the value of P
for the three identified modes is extremely sensitive
as it is shown in Fig. 13, where we show the
temporal derivative of the period for the same range
of the mass of the axion. As an example, for the
215.2 s mode, and for the range of axion masses

2 ~considered here (0 # m / cos b # 32 meV), P in-ax
~creases by a factor of about 18. Note that the P value

corresponding to the mode with k 5 3 is the smallest
one mode in the whole considered axion mass
interval. This is due to the fact that this mode is
trapped in the outer hydrogen envelope — see
Bradley et al. (1992) for a physical justification.

~Finally, in Fig. 14 we show the value of P of the
l 5 1, k 5 2 mode of the fiducial model at T 5eff

11,620 K as a function of the mass of the axion. The
Fig. 12. The periods of the l 5 1, k 5 2, 3, and 4 modes observational value of Kepler et al. (2000) is also
corresponding to the fiducial model at a T of 11,620 K as aeff shown as a dashed line. Also shown as dashed linesfunction of the axion mass. Notice that, in spite of the acceleration

are the observational errors at 1s and 2s and the oldof the cooling process induced by axion emission, the period of
~these modes do not change significantly. value of P (Kepler et al., 1991). Now we can look
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Fig. 13. The derivative of the periods of the l 5 1, k 5 2, 3, and 4 Fig. 14. The temporal derivative of the period of the l 5 1, k 5 2
modes of the fiducial model at T 5 11,620 K. Note that for higheff mode of the fiducial model at T 5 11,620 K. The horizontaleff
values of the axion mass, as cooling is strongly accelerated the short dashed lines indicate the observed value of dP/dt, dP/dt 1

~value of P shows a steep increase. s, and dP/dt 1 2s from Kepler et al. (2000). Also, we show the
old value of dP/dt value derived by Kepler et al. (1991). If we
consider two standard deviations from the observational value, we
conclude that the observations are compatible with an axion massfor an upper limit to the axion mass by imposing that 2lower than 3.97 cos b meV. This is the main result of the present~the value of P should be lower than the observed
work.

value plus two times the standard deviation, that is,
215 21lower than 5.1 3 10 s s . Thus, this procedure

215 21~sets upper limits on the mass of the axion at the 95% level in our case P 5 5.1 3 10 s s , whereasobs
215 21~confidence level. From a close inspection of Fig. 14 P 5 3.9 3 10 s s . The observed luminositymod

it is clear that for this to be the case, the axion mass of G117–B15A is log(L /L ) 5 2 2.8 (McCookphot (2must be lower than 3.97 cos b meV. This is the main and Sion, 1999). Thus, log(L /L ) # 2 3.3. Sinceax (

result of the present work. Also, notice that if we the axion emissivity at the relevant densities and
~consider the old P value of Kepler et al. (1991), the temperatures of white dwarfs is dominated by the

2upper limit would have been ¯ 10 cos b meV in bremsstrahlung process, and since the degenerate
good agreement with the results of Isern et al. core of white dwarfs, where most of bremsstrahlung
(1992). processes occur, is essentially isothermal, to a very

These results can be easily explained in terms of a good approximation (Altherr et al., 1994) the axion
very simple model. Isern et al. (1992) found that the luminosity is given by
observed rate of change of the pulsational period of

~G117–B15A (P ) and the rate of change of theobs 22 2 7 4L /L . 2.0 3 10 g (M /M )(T /10 K) (9)~period given by the models (P ) when axion ax ( ae (mod

emission is considered are related through the fol- where T is the temperature of isothermal core, which
7lowing expression: for G117–B15A is typically T . 1.2 3 10 K, which

214yields g # 1.3 3 10 or, equivalently, . 5~L 1 L aePphot ax obs 2]]] ]]5 (8) cos b meV at the 95% confidence level, which is in~L Pphot mod very good agreement with the detailed evolutionary
Since we are considering upper bounds at the 2s calculations reported above.
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6. Summary and conclusions observational errors will decrease and, thus, there
will be the possibility to set up even more tight

In this paper we have presented a comprehensive constraints to the mass of the axion. Moreover, there
study of the pulsational characteristics of the variable are other pulsating DA white dwarfs for which an
DA white dwarf G117–B15A. This study encompas- estimate of the rate of change of the period can be
ses the mode identification of the observed periods, measured like L19-2 and R 548 (Isern et al., 1993).
the characterization of the structure, thickness and Although the quality of the observations is not as
composition of the uppermost regions of the star, the exceptional as those of G117–B15A it seems clear
self-consistent calculation of the evolutionary time- that this handful of objects could provide very
scale and, consequently, of the rate of change of the valuable information and, thus, we strongly recom-
215.2 s period and, ultimately, the assessment of the mend continuous coverage in forthcoming WET
associated uncertainties. All these required the con- campaigns. Finally, there are as well other — see the
struction of a pulsational code coupled to our extensive material contained in the proceedings of
previously existing evolutionary code. In this regard the WET workshops (Meistas and Solheim, 1996;
our results are in close agreement with the results Meistas and Moskalik, 1998) — very well studied
obtained by other authors (Clemens, 1994; Bradley, DA pulsators, being G29–38 (Kleinman et al., 1998)
1998). perhaps the best example among other ZZ-Ceti stars,

Additionally, we have used this ZZ-Ceti star to put for which a firm estimate of their rate of change of
constraints on the mass of the axion. Since G117– the period is not yet available. Thus, there are more
B15A is the most stable optical clock yet known, targets to be studied which, undoubtedly, will help in
with a rate of the period of the 215.2 s mode of improving both the theoretical and the observational

215 21~P 5 (2.361.4) 3 10 s s (Kepler et al., 2000), situation. In any case G117–B15A seems to be a
the cooling timescale of this white dwarf is well very promising stellar object to set up constraints on
constrained. This fact has allowed us to set up tight fundamental physics.
constraints on any additional cooling mechanism
different to the standard ones. Our results very much
improve those previously obtained by Isern et al. Acknowledgements
(1992). In particular, we have obtained an upper
bound to the mass of the axion which is . 4 We would like to warmly acknowledge the com-
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previous sections it seems clear that in order to have AYA2000-1785, by the CIRIT and by Sun Mi-
more stringent upper limits to the mass of axions, we croSystems under the Academic Equipment Grant
should have a smaller uncertainty in the observed AEG-7824-990325-SP.
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